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A geometricalmodel of the surfaceof the earth is obtained in terms of rigid blocks in
relative motion with respectto each other. With this model a simplifiedbut completeand
consistentpicture of the global pattern of surfacemotion is given on the basisof data on
sea-floorspreading.In particular,the vectorsof differentialmovementin the 'compressire'
belts are computed.An attemptis madeto usethis modelto obtain a reconstruction
of the
historyof spreadingduringthe Cenozoicera. This history of spreadingfollowscloselyone
previouslyadvocatedto explainthe distributionof sedimentsin the oceans.
I.

INTRODUCTION

It haslong beenrecognizedthat if continents
are beingdisplacedon the surfaceof the earth,
these displacementsshould not in general involve large-scaledistortions,exceptalonglocalized belts of deformation. Recent studies of the

physiographyof the oceanfloor [Heezen,1962]
and of the distribution

of sediments in the

oceans [Ewing and Ewing, 1964] did not reveal widespreadindicationsof compressionor
distortionof large oceanicblocks.Consequently,
the displacementsinferred in the spreadingfloor hypothesis of Hess [1962] and Dietz
[1961] shouldnot result in large-scaledeformation of the moving blocks.Morgan [1968] has
investigatedthe important implicationsof these
observationson the geometry of the displacements of ocean floor and continents. In

this

paper we try to carry this attempt further and
to test whether the more uniformly distributed
data on sea-floorspreadingnow available are
compatiblewith a non-expandingearth. The
discussionwill be confined to a preliminary
investigationof the globalgeometryof the pattern of earth surfacemovementsas implied by
the spreading-floorhypothesis.We use Mor-

Let us assumethat largeblocksof the earth's
surface undergo displacementsand that the
only modificationsof the blocks occur along
some or all of their boundaries,that is, the
crests of the mid-oceanridges, where crustal
material may be added, and their associated
transform faults, and the active trenchesand
regionsof active folding or thrusting, where
crustalmaterial may be lost or shortened.Then
the relative displacementof any block with
respectto another is a rotation on the spherical surface of the earth. For example, if the
Atlantic Ocean is opening along the mid-Atlantic ridge, the movement should occur in
such a way as not to deform or distort the
large bodiesof horizontallystratifiedsediments
lying in its basinsand at the continentalmargins.It shouldnot involvelarge-scaledistortion
of the African or South American continents.
Motion of the African relative to the South

American block (one block including the continent and its adjacent basins) should be
everywhere parallel to the transform faults
[Wilson,1965a], whichshouldbe arcsof a small
circle about the center of this movement

of

rotation. The angular velocity of rotation
should be the same everywhere. This implies
gan's expositionof the problem as a basis.
that the spreading rate increasesas the sine
Parts of these resultswere previouslyreported
of the distance (expressedin degreesof arc)
by Le Pichonand Heirtzler [1968] and Heirtz- from the center of rotation and reaches a maxilet et al. [1968].
mum at a distance of 90ø from this center,
alongthe equatorof rotation.
x Lamont Geological Observatory Contribution
Morgan [1968] has shownthat the fracture
1197.

' Now at CNEXO, 39 Avenue d'I•na, Paris, 16,
France.
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TABLE 1. Measured SpreadingRates*
P acifi c

Latilude

Longirude

Atla n tic

Rate,
cm/yr

48N

127W

2.9

17S
40S
45S
48S
51S
58S
58S
60S
63S
65S
65S

113W
112W
112W
113W
117W
149W
149W
150W
167W
170W
174W

6.0
5.1
5.1
4.7
4.9
3.9
3.7
4.0
2.3
2.0
2.8

(5.9•)
(5.3)
(5.1)
(5.0)
(4.8)
(3.6)
(3.6)
(3.4)
(2.8)
(2.6)
(2.4)

Latitude

In dian

Longitude

Rate,
cm/yr

60N

29W

0.95

28N
22N
25S
28S
30S
38S
41S
47S
50S

44W
45W
13W
13W
14W
17W
18W
14W
8W

1.25 (1.3•)
1.4 (1.5)
2.25 (2.0)
1.95 (2.0)
2.0 (2.0)
2.0 (1.9)
1.65 (1.9)
1.60 (1.6)
1.53 (1.5)

Latitude

Longi-

19N
13N
7N
5N

40E
50E
60E
62E
69E
76E
93E

tude

22S

30S
43S

Rate,
cm/yr
1.0
1.0

1.5
1.5
2.2
2.4
3.0

* Arctic Ocean: • 1.0 cm/yr.
Norwegian Sea: • 1.0 cm/yr.
• Computedfrom center of rotation determinedfrom spreadingrates by least squares.

about a point near the southern tip of Greenland and that the spreading rates already determined roughly agree with the velocities
required for a movement of opening of the
Atlantic Oceanabout this point. Thus sea-floor
spreading in the Atlantic Ocean does not involve

distortion

of the oceanic and continental

blocks on each side of it. Morgan has shown
similarly that the fault systemsalong the west
coast of North America (e.g., the Denali, San
Andreas, and Gulf of California fault systems)
were compatible with a movement of rotation
of the Pacific Ocean floor away from North
America about a point also situated near the
southerntip of Greenland.
Recent work [Pitman et al., 1968; Dickson
ei al., 1968; Le Pichon and Heirtzler, 1968;
Heirtzler et al., 1967, 1968; Herron and Heirtzlet, 1967; Herron, in preparation] has greatly
extended our knowledge of the pattern of
spreading since the end of the Mesozoic. The
locationsand extents of the large fracture zones
in parts of the North and Equatorial Atlantic
and in the Indian Ocean [Heezen and Tharp,
1964, 1965], in the North and Equatorial Pacific [Me•ard, 1964], and in the South Pacific
[Pitman el al., 1968] are now reasonablywell
known. These data are adequate for a preliminary examination of the global geometry
of continental

and oceanic drift

the spreading-floorhypothesis.

deduced from

We first show that the openingof the South
Pacific, the Atlantic, the Arctic, the North
Pacific, and the Indian oceanscan each be described by a single rotation. The parameters
of these rotations are obtained.

Second,we adopt a simple earth model consisting of six large rigid blocks. Using the
parameters obtained in the first part, we obtain the vectors of differential

motion between

blocks along all the boundaries.The picture
obtained is in reasonableagreementwith physiographic,seismic,and geologicaldata.

Fig. 1. Available data on sea-floor spreading.
The axes of the actively spreading mid-ocean
ridges are shown by a double line; the fracture
zones by a single line; a,nomaly 5 (•10 m.y.
old) by a single dashed line; the active trenches
by a double dashed line. The spreading rates
are given in centimeters per year. The locations
of the centers of rotation obtained from spreading rates are shown by X; those obtained from
the azimuths of the fracture zones by •. NA
stands for North Atlantic; SA for South Atlantic; NP for North Pacific; SP for South
Pacific; IO for Indian Ocean; A for Arctic. The
ellipses drawn around the NA, NP, SP, and A
centers

of

rotation

obtained

from

the

fracture

zones are the approximate loci of the points at
which the standard deviation equals 1.25 times
the minimum standard deviation. The ellipse
around

the IO

center of rotation

is too small to

be shown. These ellipses indicate how fast the
least-squares determination converges.
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We then use the same type of analysisto

stroyed to compensatefor the creation of new
earth'ssurface,the earth must then be expanding in an asymmetricalway: the equatorial
Atlantic,SouthIndian, and SouthPacificoceans circumferenceis increasingfaster than any
are studiedin greater detail. The data suggest longitudinalcircumference.This argument will
a history of episodicspreadingdirectly related be explored further in a later section.In any
to the major orogenicphases.
case, the data available suggesta relatively
simple pattern of opening of the oceans,the
II.
1Via•N OCEAN OPEN•N• MOWMEN?S AS
Atlantic and Pacific oceansopeningabout apDETERMINED FROM SEA-FLOOR SPREADING
proximately the sameaxis and being linked by
two obliqueopenings,one in the Indian Ocean
Spreading Rates
study the movements of continental drift and
sea-floor spreading since Mesozoic time. The

and one in the Arctic Ocean.

Vine and Wilson [1965], using Vine and
Directions o• Motion
Matthews' [1963] hypothesis,first tried to relate the magnetic pattern over the crests of
As indicatedearlier,the movementof spreadthe ridgesto the known geomagnetictime scale ing away from the axes of the ridges should
in order to determine the spreadingrate over be parallel to the seismicallyactive portionsof
the last few million years. To date, 31 deter- the transform faults. Figure 1 showsthe locaminationsof spreadingrate at the axis of the tions of the major fracture zonesover the midridge during Plio-Pleistocenetimes have been ocean ridge system accordingto the sources
published. The results are listed in Table 1 listed above. The degree of accuracy of mapand shownin Figure 1. The numbersrepresent ping is extremely unequal, and large errors
the mean spreading rate in centimetersper may exist in someareas,as south of Australia,
year on one limb, assumingthe motion to be for example.
perpendicularto the axis of the ridge and symWe have two independentsets of data from
metrical

about

it. The

total

rate

of addition

of new crust is equal to twice the spreading
rate. The precision of the measurementsis
probably not better than 0.1 cm/yr. Figure 1
also showsthe location of a magneticanomaly
presumed to be 10 m.y. old which marks the
outer boundary of the axial magneticpattern
(anomaly 5 of Heirtzler et al. [1968]).
The data reveal that the processof addition
of new crust is now occurring in all oceans.
The spreading rates vary between about 1
cm/yr (in the Arctic Ocean) and as much as
6 cm/yr in the Equatorial Pacific Ocean.
Spreading rates have been obtained for all
branchesof the mid-oceanridge systemexcept
the southwest mid-Indian Ocean ridge; its
axial magnetic pattern could not be interpreted
simply in terms of the spreading-floorhypothesis [Vine, 1966; Le Pichon and Heirtzler,
1968]. The number of determinationsis now
sufficiently large to show that the values of
the spreadingrate vary rather smoothly and
systematically by more than a factor of 2
within a given ocean.The maximum spreading
rate is found south of the equator in the Atlantic, Indian, and Pacific oceans.If there are
no regions where the earth's surface is de-

which to determine the center of rotation:

the

spreadingrates and the azimuths of the transform faults at their intersections
with the ridge
axis. The mapping of the fracture zonesaway
from the crestsof the ridgesallowsus to determine whether the geometry of the spreading

has been the sameduringthe wholegeological
time required for the creation of these transform faults.

Determination of the Parameters o• Rotation

To test the simple geometricalconcept of
rotation of rigid blocks,we used the following
method.For each of the five principal lines of
opening (Arctic, Atlantic, Indian, South Pacific, and North Pacific), if the data were adequate, we obtainedby least-squares
fit (1) the
locationof the center of rotation (or its anti-

pode) and the angularvelocitybestfitting the
spreading rates and (2) the location of the

center of rotation best fitting the azimuthsof
the transform faults at their intersection with

the ridgeaxis.The numericalmethodof fitting
minimized the sum of the squaresof the re-

sidualsof the normalizedspreadingrates (i.e.,
actual spreading rate divided by maximum
spreading rate) in the first case and of the
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azimuthsin the secondcase.(Seein the appen-

stant on the map (as it variesas the sine of

dix an outline of the numerical method of com-

the distancefrom the center of rotation). This

putation.) The data for regionsin the Atlantic

test was made,with the help of a digital computer with plotter, by rotatingthe pole of the
systemof coordinates
to the centerof rotation
determinedby least squaresand by replotting

and South Pacific oceansnear the equator of
rotation are sufficientto allow a good determination of the maximum spreadingrate (respectively2.05 and õ cm/yr). For the Indian,
North Pacific, and Arctic oceans,the data are
inadequate to allow a determination of the
center of rotation by use of the spreadingrates
only.
The

values of the standard

deviation

the map in this new coordinatesystem.
The results of the least-squaresdeterminations of the centers of rotations are listed in

Table 2 and their locations are shown in Fig-

for

each fit and the importance of the disagreement between the locations of the centers of

rotation obtained by the two methodsgive a
first indication of how well the movement of

spreadingcan be approximatedby a singlerotation. In addition, a graphicaltest was made
in which the properties of the Mercator projectionwere used.If the axis of rotation is the
axis of projection for a Mercator map, the
transform faults should be along lines of latitude, the ridge axis shouldin generalbe along
lines of longitude(as spreadinggenerallyoccurs
perpendicularlyto the ridge crest), and the
distance to a given anomaly should be con-

ure 1. The parametersof rotation adoptedfor
the calculation of the movements of the different blocks are underlined in the table. The

rate is given in units of 10-7 deg/yr (1ø in 10
m.y.), whichis nearlyequalto 1 cm/yr at the
equatorof rotation (0.5 cm/yr for the spreading rate). The graphicaltests of the calculations of the centers of rotation are shown in

Figures2, 3, and 4, which shouldbe compared
with Figure 1. In thesefiguresthe latitude is
the distance in degreesfrom the equator of
rotation.

The South Pacific Ocean

Spreadingrates. The spreadingrates used
for the determination of the South Pacific ro-

TABLE 2. Centersof Rotation Obtainedby Least-SquaresFitting

Latitude

Longitude

Number

Standard
Deviation

Angular
Rate,
10-7 deg/yr

South Pacific (Antarctica-Pacific)
70S*

118E

6

From spreadingrate

68S

123E

11

From fracture

58N

From fracture

zone

zone

,

,

Atlantic (America-Africa)
37W
18
32W

9

4.5•

10.8

0. 058 •:

10.8

2.9 $

3.7

0.065 .I

3.7

From spreadingrate

69N

From

fracture

zone

North Pacific (America-Pacific)
53N
47W
32

5.75

6.0

From

fracture

zone

26N

Indian Ocean (Africa-India)
21E
5

0.61

4.0

From fracture

zone

Arctic Ocean (America-Eurasia)
78N
102E
4

9.1 i

2.8

* Underlinedvaluesare thoseusedin computingmovementsof differentblocks.
$ Deviation of measuredfrom computedazimuths,in degrees.

J:Deviationof measured
from computednormalized
spreading
rates(actualspreading
rate dividedby
maximum spreadingrate).
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tation are listed in Table 1 and comparedwith
the spreadingrates computedfor the center of
rotation so determined. They were obtained
from Pitman et al. [1968] and E. M. Herron
(in preparation). Note the goodagreementbetween theoreticaland measuredspreadingrates

fracture zone are alignednearly along lines of
longitude and latitude, respectively,in Figure
2. It disagrees,however, by about 30ø from
the set of 'fossil' fracture zones mapped by
Menard [1964] in the North and Equatorial
Pacific. Note in particular that north of the

in Table 1.

intersection

Fracture

zones.

The azimuths

of the trans-

form faults used for the determination

of the

center of rotation are compared in Table 3
with

the theoretical

azimuths.

The

determina-

tion depends heavily on the azimuth of the
southernmost

fracture

zone. It

is difficult

to

know which part of the standard deviation of
4.5ø is due to errors in mapping the fracture
zones and reading their strikes. However, the
agreement between the two methods of determination is good, since the distance between
the two points is only 200 km (see Figure 1).
Graphical tes•. Figure 2 is a graphical test
of this determination obtained by rotating the
pole of projection from the present geographic
pole to 69øS, 123øE, which was an early determination

of the center

of rotation.

In

this

new projection the fracture zonesin the South
Pacific lie along lines of latitude. Figure 2 also
shows the locations of three key anomalies,
numbers 5, 18, and 31, which are specifically
•0, 45, and 70 m.y. old accordingto the Heirtzlet et al. [1968] provisionaltime scale.Anomaly
31 approximately marks the outer limit of the
correlatable pattern of magnetic anomalies
covering the present system of mid-ocean
ridges. Figure 2 shows,independentlyof the
latitude

or of the side of the crest on which

the anomaly is situated, that the longitudinal
separation between any of these key anomalies
and the axis is nearly the same.The agreement
would be slightly better if the center of rotation used had been the one listed in Table

2

(7oos, •8øE).
We can conclude that the movement of rotation now characteristic of the South Pacific

of the East Pacific rise with

the

West Chile ridge,the anomaly5 lines (10 m.y.)
are in most casesperpendicular to the 'fossil'
fracture zones and oblique to the now active
transformfaults.Thus, apparently,the pattern
of spreadingin the North and Equatorial Pacific has changedin the last 10 m.y. and now
agreesmore closelywith that prevailingin the
South Pacific. The convergingmovementsof

spreadingin the North and SouthPacificprior
to 10 m.y. ago must have resulted in relative

compression
west of the ridge along a line correspondingto the Tuamotu ridge and in relative extensionalong a line corresponding
to
the Chile ridge. Consequently,there should
now be little if any spreadingat the axis of
the Chile ridge. Herron and Heirtzler [1967]
have attributed the existenceof the extensional

Galopagosrift zoneto a similarprocess.
Figure 2 also shows that the movement of
separation of America away from Africa is
about approximately the same axis of rotation
as the openingof the South Pacific. (See how
the two anomaly 18 lines parallel each other
in this projection.)

The Atlantic Ocean South o• the Azores:
Rotation o[ America away [rom A[rica
If there is no differential movement between

South and North America, the movement of
the whole American continent away from
Africa shouldbe reducibleto a singlerotation.
On the other hand, because this movement
may be different from the movement between
Eurasia and the Greenland-America
block, the
movement between Africa and America can be

Fig. 2. The pole of projection has been shifted
has been prevalent during the time necessary
for the opening of the ocean, i.e., presumably to the South Pacific center of rotation (69øN,
since the end of the Mesozoic. The center of

rotation is near 70øS, 118øE, and the angular
rate of opening is 10.8 X 10-' deg/yr. This
rotation

is not much different

from the rota-

157øW). The continent outlines, ridge crests and
fracture zone locations, and the location of anomalies 5, 18, and 31 were digitized from the original
of Figure 1, which was traced on the World Map
of the lJ'. S. Navy OceanographicOffice (scale of
1/39,000,000 at the equator). The outlines of the

tion now characteristic of the North Pacific,
as the ridge crestsand transform faults in the

continents north of 80øN or south of 70øS are

Gulf of California

case from an atlas.

and north of the Mendocino

not as accurate, being traced by hand in each
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Fig. 4. The pole of projectionhas been shiftedto the Indian Oceaneen•erof •ot•tion
(26oN,

deduced
onlyfromthepart of themid-Atlantic
ridgesouthof the Azores.North of the Azores,
as we will see later, the mid-Atlanticridge
belongsto the Arctic system,which also includesthe Arctic ridge,the Norwegianridge,
and the Reykjanesridge,and determines
the
movement of the Greenland-Americablock
awayfrom Eurasia.
Spreadingrates. The publishedspreading

Fracturezones.The reliabledata on the
azimuthsof the fracturezonesat their intersectionwith the ridge crestare for the area
between30øN and 8øS.A list of 18 transform
faults in this area given by Morgan [1968]
was used in computingthe best center of
rotation giving a point near 58øN, 37øW.
Morganarrivedat the samelocationby using
a slightlydifferentmethod.The distancebe-

rates for the area south of 40øN used for the

tween this center of rotation determined from

determinationof the movement of rotation
are listed in Table 1 and comparedwith the
theoreticalspreadingrates.The two rates for
the area north of the equatorare from Phillips
[1967]. All the others,for the area between
25øSand 50øS,are from Dicksonet al. [1968].
Becauseof the rapid decreasein spreadingrate
south of 30øS,the equatorof rotation has to
be near 15øS-20øSas •,in Figure 2, and the

fracture zonesmostly in the North Atlantic
and the center of rotation obtained from
spreadingrates mostly in the South Atlantic
is about 1200 km. It is probably too large
to be explainedby errorsin determinations
of
spreadingratesand can possiblybe attributed
to some small differential movementbetween
North and South America.The questionwill
be resolvedwhen goodmappingof the fracture

center
ofrotation
best
I fitting
thespreading
zones
isavailable
fortheSouth
Atlantic.

rates is near 69øN and 32øW. However,this
determinationis mostly based on data from
the South Atlantic, where the true trend of
the ridge crest and of the magneticanomalies
is poorly known.

Graphicaltest. Figure 3 showsthat, when
the origin of coordinatesis rotated to 58øN,
37øW, the fracture zonesbetween30øN and
10øS are nearly exactly along lines of latitude
as requiredfor a movementof rotation around
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TABLE 3. Azimuths of Fracture Zones Used for Least-Squares Fitting*
South Pacific

Indian

Ocean

Arctic Ocean

Lati-

Longi-

Lati-

Longi-

tude

rude

Azimuth

rude

rude

Azimuth

56S
56S
57S
62S
63S
65S

122W
124W
141W
152W
160W
170W

117 (1141)
118 (115)
121 (121)
123 (128)
125 (131)
141 (137)

12N
13N
9N
15N
18N

46E
50E
55E
60E
61E

35
30
32
24
19

(341)
(30)
(32)
(23)
(19)

Lati-

Longi-

rude

rude

82N
71.5N
66.5N
52N

12W
12W
20W
35W

Azimuth

132
125
98
96

(1311)
(116)
(110)
(101)

* Azimuths of fracture zonesfor the Atlantic Ocean and the North Pacific Ocean are as listed by Morgan
[1968].

• Computed from center of rotation determinedfrom fracture zonesby least squares.

this point. But the longitudinal distance to
anomaly 18 in the South Atlantic decreases
toward the south instead of staying constant.
In Figure 2, on the contrary, the longitudinal
distance to anomaly 18 is constant with latirude, but the fracture zones north of the
equator do not follow lines of latitude. This
is further evidence for some small differential

the Reykjanes ridge accordingto Pitman and
Heirtzler [1966].
Fracture zones. The published data on
exact trends of the fracture zones are still
rare; the four given in Table 3 come from
Johnson [1967] for 53øN, Heirtzler et al.
[1967] for 66ø and 71øN, and Sykes [1965]
for 82øN. The abrupt change of 27ø between

movement

the azimuths

between North

and South America.

We conclude that although there is some
evidencefor differential movement north and
south of the equator, the data suggestthat a
singlerotation around a point near the southern tip of Greenland,at a rate of 3.7 X 10-7

of the faults at 71øN

and 66øN

implies some important distortion between
71øN and 66øN. This distortion may be related to the presumedzone of extensionwhich
includesthe Bresse and Limagne in southern
France, the Rhine graben (most active in

dcg/yr, describesthe movement of America Oilgoethe time [Cogn• et al., 1966]), and
away from Africa as a good first approxima- possiblythe North Sea subsidingzone [Closs,
tion.
1967]. In the absenceof more adequatedata,
a single center of rotation was obtained from

TheArcticOpening
fromtheAzores
to the these
fourfracture
zones
forthewhole
Arctic

Lena
River
Delta'Movement
o[Eurasia
away system,
at 78øNand102øE,
witha standard
from
theGreenland-America
Block.
deviation
of9.1
ø.Thispreliminary
fitgives
a
It is assumedthat Eurasia, on one hand, and maximum deviation of 12ø between measured
Greenland-America,on the other, are moving and computedazimuths (see Table 3). A rate
as rigid units. Their movementof separation of rotation of about 2.8 X 10-7 dcg/yr was

shouldthen be a singlerotationproducedby
spreadingalonga systemof ridgesgoingfrom
the shelfnorth of the Lena River delta (north-

chosenon the basisof the rate of spreading
over the Reykjanesridge, accountbeing taken
of the 60ø anglebetweenthe ridge axis and the

ern Siberia) to the Azores and including the

transform fault at 53øN.

Arctic ridge. Recent, mostly still unpublished

Graphicaltest. Figure 5 is a world map in

data have indicatedthat this systemis actively
spreadingat a rate of about 1 cm/yr in the

which the pole of the system of coordinates
has been rotated to 79øN, 111øE,which is the

Arctic accordingto Demenitskayaand Karasik

center of rotation determinedby Morgan for

[1967] and Ostensoand Wold [1967], about
1 cm/yr in the Norwegian Sea accordingto
Heirtzler et al. [1967], and 0.95 crn/yr over

the 'fossil' system of fracture zones in the
North Pacific. It is slightly different from the
78øN, 102øE, center of rotation determined
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for the Arctic systemof rotation. However,
Figure5 is usefulin evaluatingthe movement
involvedin the openingof the Arctic system.
The fracture zonesbetween53øN and the
Azoresare poorlydetermined,and their trend
might be differentfrom the onesshownin
Figuresi to 5. A muchbetterestimateof the
movement
involvedin the separation
of America from Eurasia will be possiblewhen the
new data are published.The presentdetermination is reasonableas a first approximation,
however,and it is interesting
that it fallsclose

rotation showsa systematicdisagreement
of
20ø, which impliescompression
and deformation of the continentadjacentto this block.
Velocity o)• rotation. The only locations
wherespreadingrateshavebeendetermined
in
the North Pacificare over the Juande FucaGorda blocks,where the spreadingrate at
46øN is 2.9 cm/yr [Vine, 1966]. However,as
there is presumablysome differentialmovement betweenthe oceanblock and the continentalblockeast of the ridge,the actualrate
of angularrotationof the PacificOceanfloor

to the center of rotation determined by Bul-

away from North America should be some-

lard et al. [1965] for the bestfit of Greenland what smaller than 6.5 X 10-• deg/yr (i.e.,
to Europe(73øN,96.5øE).
(2.9 cm/yr X 2 X cos20ø)/(sin 50ø X 1.11X
10• cm), 50ø being approximatelythe dis-

TheMovement
oftheNorth
Pacific
Ocean
awayfromNorthAmerica

ranceto the center).
On the otherhand,
Rusnak
et al. [1964]haveestimated
thetotal

Wilson [1965a] pointedout that the San displacement
involvedin the creationof the
Andreasfault couldbe understoodas a ridge- Gulf of Californiaas between300 and 450 km.
ridge type of transformfault betweenthe Thisdisplacement
is supposed
to haveoccurred
Gordaand Juande Fuca ridgesand the termi- sincelate Miocenetime (whichis in reasonable
nation of the East Pacificrise in the Gulf of agreementwith the date of anomaly5, i.e., 10
California.Similarlyhe notedthat the I)enali m.y.) and would lead to an averagerate of
and QueenCharlotteIsland fault systems rotationof 3.5 to 5.2 X 10-• deg/yr if the
could be understoodas a ridge-arc type of

movement started 10 m.y. ago. For the

transformfault connecting
the Juan de Fuca globalcalculations
of the displacements,
a rate

ridgeto the Aleutianarc. Thusthe resulting of 6 X 10-• deg/yrwaschosen
for therotation
movement should be a movement of rotation

of the Pacific Oceanaway from North America

of the Pacific Oceanfloor away from North

around53øN, 47øW, which impliesa rate of

America,the directionof motionbeinggiven slippageof about 5 cm/yr alongthe San
by the azimuths
of the transform
faults.
Andreas
fault.Thisestimate
agrees
closely
with
Fracture zones. Morgan [1968] has corn- the presentvelocity of regionalshear strain,

pileda list of the azimuths
of thissystem
of

whichis about6 cm/yr [Hamilton
andMyers,

faults at 32 locationsbetween60øN and 24øN.

1966].

Usingthis list, he foundthe centerof rotation

byleast
squares
tobeat 53øN,
47øW.
The The
Indian
Ocean
standard deviation of 5.7ø is not excessively

Figure 1 and Table 1 show that the data

large,considering
that the measured
azimuths on spreading
in the Indian Oceancannotbe
rangeover 29ø from 154ø to 125ø and the simplyexplainedby a singlerotationo• the
computedonesfrom 145ø to 130ø. The differ- northeastIndian Oceanaway from the southencebetweenthis locationand the one of the
center of rotation determined by Morgan

west Indian Ocean. The spreadingrates increasecontinuouslyfrom the Red Sea-Gulf of

(53øN,53øW)may comefrom his elimination Aden regionto southi of Australiawhilethe
of someof the azimuthslisted in his paper.

trends of the fracture zoneschangeabruptly

Morgandidnotinclude
theBlanco
fracture southof the Rodrigdez
fracturezonenear
zonein hislist, as he considered
that the Juan 20øS,beingapparentlyinfluenced
by the juncde Fuca and Gorda ridge blockswere moving tion with the southwestbranchof ridge over

independently
of the North Americablock. whichno spreading
rate has yet beendeterComparing
the trendsof the fracturezonesat mined.Unfortunately,
the fracturezonessouth
both endsof the Juan de Fuca ridge with the

of Australia are poorly known, and it is not

trendspredictedby the 53øN,47øW,centerof

possibleto detqrminedirectly a center of
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rotation of Australia away from Antarctica.
On the other hand, the fracture zones within
the Gulf of Aden, includingthe Owen fracture
zone [Laughton, 1966], are better known and

the possibilityof somesmall differential move-

can be used to

ment between the northwest and northeast In-

determine

the

movement

of

rotation of the northern Indian Ocean away

from the Africa block [Le Pichon and Heirtzlet, 1968].
Fracture
the

zones.

determination

The

Le Pichon and Heirtzler

have also mentioned

dian Oceanalongthe Ninetyeastridge (which is
slightly seismic,L. R. Sykes,personalcommunication). As a first approximation we conclude

The five azimuths

used for

that the relative movement

of

rotation

ern Indian Ocean (including Australia) away
from Africa occursaround a point near 26øN,
21øE. The angular rate of opening is about
4 X 10-7 deg/yr.

the

center

of

were obtained from Figure 14 of Laughton;
two were from the Gulf of Aden, three from
the Owen fracture zone. They are listed in
Table 3 and compared with the computed
values for the center of rotation at 26øN,
21øE.

ridge,it is unlikely to exceed1 cm/yr. In a later
sectionwe will try to reconciletheseconclusions.

standard

deviation

between

meas-

ured and computed azimuths is only 0.6ø in
spite of the fact that the azimuthsrange over
16ø, from 19ø to 35ø. These trends are in
good qualitative agreementwith the trends of

the fracture zonesover the Carlsbergridge as
shown in the National GeographicMagazine

III.

of the whole north-

GLOBAL GEOMETRY OF PRESENT EARTH
SURFACE DISPLACEMENTS

In the precedingsection,the systemof large
crustal displacementshas been reduced as a
first approximationto five ocean-opening
movements. Each movement has been described as a

diagram of the Indian Ocean (basedon Heezen
and Tharp's revised interpretation). On the

singlerotation of one rigid block away from the
other, and the parametersof rotation, i.e., the
axis of rotation and the rate of angular rotation, have been determined (see Table 2). Fig-

basisof the fracture zones,it is not possible

ure 1 summarizes the data available

to distinguishbetweenmovementson each side

spreading,showingthe two locationsat which
each axis of rotation piercesthe earth's surface.

of the Owen fracture

zone. From

Table

i it

on sea-floor

can be seenthat the spreadingrates for the
Gulf of Aden (1 cm/yr, W. Ryan, in preparation) and for the Carlsbergridge (1.5 cm/yr)
donot indicatelargedifferentialmovement
along
the Owenfracture.On the otherhand,it is not
possible
to reconcile
the trendsof the Rodriguez

Those movements result from the addition of
new crustal material at the crests of the mid-

and Amsterdam fracture zones with the rotation

these boundaries are the active trenches and

around26øN, 21øE.

'

oceanridges,so that, if the earth is not expanding, there shouldbe other boundariesof crustal
blocksalongwhich surfacecrust is shortenedor
destroyed. In the spreading-floorhypothesis,

Tertiary mountainbelt systems.However,if the
earth is not expanding,what is the mechanism
Figure 4, the pole of the systemof coordinates which results in this pattern of movements?It
has been rotated to 26øN, 21øE. Althoughthe is difficult to imaginelarge-scaleconvectioncuragreementwith a single movement of rotation rents rising immediately below the crestsof the
aroundthis poleis quite goodfor the area north ridges, with elongated conical shapes on the
of the Rodriguez fracture zone, south of the ridges,rates of motionincreasingfrom zeronear
point where the three branchesof ridge join the axis of rotation to a maximum under the
together the pattern of fracture zonesassumes equator of rotation, and staggeredsectionsoffset
new trends. This can be explainedif there is along transform faults. Rather the pattern of
somemovementof openingalongthe southwest openingof the oceansseemsto be the response
branch of the ridge. The movementof rotation of a thick lithosphere (able to transmit stress
of Australia away from• Antarctica will then be alonggreat distances),which breaksapart along
the sum of the rotation of Africa away from lines of weakness,to someunderlying state of
Antarcticaand Arabia-India away from Africa. stressas variously favored by Elsasset[1968],
Le Pichon and tIeirtzler have noted on the basis
McKenzie [1967], Morgan [1968], and Oliver
of the anomalypattern that, if there is active and Isacks [1967]. Carey [1958] and more
spreadingon the southwestmid-Indian Ocean recentlyHeezenand Tharp [1965] have argued

Graphical test. In the test, illustrated in
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that a possiblecause of this state of stressis
the expansionof the earth, a causewhich does
not require that the crust be destroyed as
rapidly as it is createdat the crestsof the ridges.

The ExpansionHypothesis

Without enteringinto other considerations,
we
will considerfirst the pattern of deformationof
the earth's surface,assumingthat there are no
zonesof compression.We can then easily find,
with the data in Table 2, howmuchthe circumferenceof any great circleon the surfaceof the
earth is increasingper year. Ideally, eachgreat
circle shouldexpandat the samerate, so that
the earth'ssurfacemaintainsits nearly spherical
shape.Such an idea can be tested rapidly by
consideringFigure 2, in which the axis of projection is the axis of rotation of the South Pacific; it is also close to the Atlantic and North

Pacificaxesof rotation.Note that in the projection of Figure 2 most of the spreadingoccurs
about axeswhich run north-south,whereasvery
few ridge axes run east-west.The great circle
formed by the equator of rotation in Figure 2
expandsat a rate of about 17 cm/yr (4 at the
mid-Atlantic ridge, 12 at the East Pacific rise,
and 1.5 at the Carlsberg ridge). On the other
hand, the great circlesof longitudeof Figure 2
are parallel to the crests of the Atlantic and
Pacific ridges and would at most intersect the

Arctic and South Indian Oceanridges.The resulting rates of expansionvary between 0 and
7 cm/yr. There is no evidence for important
pole migration during the last 10 m.y., yet the
equator of rotation in Figure 7 would have increasedits circumferenceby 1700 km and some
of the great circlesof longitudewould not have
expanded. This implies a differential expansion
of as much as 270 km between the average
radius along extreme great-circle circumferences
and possiblyas much as 500 km betweenindividual radii. It is unacceptable,and it becomes
evenmore sowhenwe recognizethat the present
pattern of spreadinghas prevailed during the
whole Cenozoic era. Consequently,in the expansion hypothesis,we have to assumesome
compensatinglarge-scale processesof earth's
surface shorteningby compressionor thrust to
maintain the nearly spherical surface of the
earth. The expansionhypothesisthen losesmost
of its appeal. Other strong arguments have

hypothesis[e.g.,Runcorn,1965], and it will not
be considered further here.

This discussion
has led us to recognizethat
the axes of rotation of spreadingwhich have
prevailedduring the Cenozoicare not randomly
distributed.They have maintaineda systematic
preferred orientation. In particular the two
major openings, in the Atlantic and Pacific
oceans, have their centers of rotation within

15ø of eachother.This observation
suggests
that
a simplepattern of the primary state of stress
has continuedover the last 60 m.y. (alongthe
linesof latitude of Figure 2). The axisof revolution is close to the axis of rotation of the move-

ments of spreading(•60øN and 50øW).
Determination of the Movements
between Blocks

If we assumethat the earth is spherical
and that the lengthof its radiusdoesnot change
with time, we can then proceedto the complete
determinationof the movementsof the major
crustalblocksrelative to each other. This, of
course, presupposes the determination of the

boundaries
of the blocks,otherthanridgecrests,
i.e., the lines of compressionor shear between
blocks.It is further necessary
to assumethat all

blocks,and consequentlyall ridge crestsand
other boundaries,may migrate over the surface
of the earth (whichis anotherdifiSeulty
involved
in the hypothesisof convectioncurrentsrising
immediately below the ridge crests). To make
the problem entirely determinate,we divide
the earth's surface into six rigid blocks (as
compared with the twenty blocks used by
Morgan) whichstayundeformed
exceptat their
boundaries,where surface may be added or
destroyed. These simplificationswill lead to a
mathematical solution which can be considered

a first-approximation solution to the actual
problem of earth's surfacedisplacements.
Figure 6 shows the five boundaries (double

lines) of the six blocksand the namesadopted
for each. Subsidiary blocks, not used in the
computation,are shownby dashedline. Two of
these, the Fiji and Philippinesbasins,can be

understood
as providingthe meanof absorbing
the differentialmovementbetweentwo large
blocksalongtwo nearly parallelboundaries,
instead of only one. The Caribbeanblock pres,mably absorbs whatever differential move-

previouslybeenadvancedagainstthe expansion ment there may be between the North and
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South American blocks. In the Indian Ocean,
the Ninetyeast ridge may allow some differ-

shown by a double line in Figure 6. The two
rotationscorresponding
to spreadingat the axes

ential

of

movement

between

the

northwest

and

the

southwest

and

southeast

mid-Indian

northeastIndian blocks.Except possiblyfor the
last, none of these subsidiaryboundarieswould
significantlyaffect the general picture obtained
here. The Pacific is the only entirely oceanic
block. Eurasia is consideredto be a single
block (except for India and Arabia), and an
arbitrary boundary passesbetween Alaska and

Ocean ridgesare not known and will be determined by the computation.Note that if these
two rotationswere known,the problemwould be
overdetermined.This provides a severe test of
the computation, as the computed rotations
shouldindicateextension,not compression,
over

northeastern

ridges, and directionsand rates should agree
with the physiographicand magneticdata. Although the axis of a spreadingridge is a welldefined block boundary, the locations of the

Siberia.

The resultinginstantaneousrotational vector
between two blocks can be obtained

from the

geometricalor vector sum of the rotational vec-

the southeast and southwest mid-Indian

tors of the blocks. These can be obtained from

other

the five rotational vectorspreviouslydetermined
(the five whose parameters are underlined in
Table 2). For example, the America-Antarctica

choice is guided by the seismic and physiographic data. Active deep-seatrenchesand the
Alpine-Himalayan mountain belt are obvious

vector is the sum of the Pacific-Antarctica

choices. If other boundaries than the ones indi-

and

America-Pacific vectors, and the India-Antarctica

vector

is the

sum of the

four

vec-

tors: Pacific-Antarctica,America-Pacific,AfricaAmerica, and India-Africa. The more vectors
that are involved in the sum, the greater is the
probable inaccuracy.Also, the sums involving
the America-Pacific

and America-Eurasia

vec-

tors may be lessaccuratethan the others.Table
4 lists the parametersof seven resultingrota-

boundaries

Ocean

are not as well defined. The

catedby singlefull linesin Figure 6 are chosen,
the resulting vectors of differential movement
will be different, but not the relative vectors
of rotation. By using Tables 2 and 4, we can
consequently rapidly estimate the effect of
choosing somewhat different nonspreading
boundaries.Finally, as mentioned earlier, the
dashedlines represent boundariesalong which
it appears that some differential movement oc-

tional vectors. Tables 2 and 4 were used to com-

curs. But

pute the vectors of differential movement at 37
locationsalongthe boundariesof the six blocks.
The results are shown in Figure 6 and listed in

unique determination of the movement along

the

data

available

do not allow

a

them.

Vectors 1 to 6 representdifferentialmovement
between Eurasia and Pacific. They are perpendicular to the trench system (correspondingto
It is important to realize that the number of
blocksis chosenin sucha way that the problem pure compressionor thrust) and have magnican be solved. The initial data are the five
tude of 8 to 9 cm/yr. Vectors4 to 6 would have
known movements of opening of the oceans, a different direction and a smaller magnitude
if part of the differential movementwere abTABLE
4. Instantaneous
Centers
of Rotation
sorbedon the west sideof the Philippinesbasin.
Deduced from Table 2
Vectors 7 to 11 represent differential moveTable 5.

ment

Latirude

Longirude

Rate,*
10-7 deg/yr

America-Antarctica

79.9S

40.4E

- 5.44

Africa-Antarctica
India-Antarctica

42.2S
4.5S

13.7W
18.1E

-•-3.24
-]-5.96

India-Eurasia
India-Pacific
Eurasia-Pacific
Africa-Eurasia

23. ON
52.2S
67.5S
9.3S

5.2W
169.2E
138.5E
46.0W

-- 5.50
--12.3
- 8.15
- 2.46

* Positive value indicates extension; negative,
compression.

between

the Indian

and Pacific

blocks.

These results may be affected by a possible
error in the India-Antarctica

rotational

vector

as discussed
later. However, the resultsobtained
get somesupport from a recent study of deep
earthquake focal mechanismsof Isacks et al.
[1967]. Vectors 7 and 8 indicate mostly strikeslip motion at a rate of,9 to 11 cm/yr along the
east-west boundary, from New Guinea to the
northern hook of the Tonga trench. Vector 8

also indicatespure c•npressionor thrust in
the main part of the Tong• trench. If part of
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TABLE 5. Computed Differential Movements betweenBlocks as Given in Figure 6

Latitude

Longitude

Rate,*
cm/yr

Azimuth

Location

Eurasia.Pacific

1.
2.

51N
43N

160E
148E

- 7.9
-8.5

99
93

Kurile
Kurile

Trench
Trench

3.
4.

35N
27N

142E
143E

-8.8
- 9.0

91
91

Japan Trench
Japan Trench

5.
6.

19N
11N

148E
142E

-9.0
-8.9

93
91

Mariana
Mariana

7.

3S

142E

- 11.0

69

8.

13S

172W

-9.1

107

N. Tonga Trench

9.
10.

34S
45S

178W
169E

-4.7
- 1.7

113
89

S. Kermadec Trench
S. New Zealand

11.

55S

159E

+ 1.6

339

Macquarie Island

Trench
Trench

India-Pacific

New Guinea

America- Antarctica

12.
13.
14.

58S
61S
55S

15.

55S

16.
17.
18.
19.

35S
4S
7N
20N

7W
26W
29W

60W
74W
82W
79W
106W

- 2.6
- 2.7
-3.3

72
68
72

Southwest Atlantic
S. South Sandwich Trench
N. South Sandwich Trench

-3.7

73

Cape Horn

--5.2
-6.0
- 5.9
-5.3

79
81
80
83

S. Chile Trench
N. Peru Trench
Panama Gulf
N. Middle America

Trench

America-Pacific

20.
21.
22.

57N
50N
54N

150W
178W
162E

23.
24.

56N
66N

165E
169W

25.
26.

53S
37S

22E
52W

27.
28.

36S
50S

75E
138E

29.

40N

31W

30.

36N

6W

31.

38N

15E

32.

35N

33.

37N

34.
35.
36.
37.

30N
35N
0
12S

-5.3
-6.2
-6.3

136
119
108

E. Aleutian Trench
W. Aleutian Trench
W. Aleutian Trench

America-Eurasia

-- 1.6
- 1.4

68
62

Aleutian-Kurile
Alaska-Siberia

Islands

Africa-Antarctica

+ 1.5
+2.7

8
331

S. Southwest Indian Ridge
N. Southwest Indian Ridge

17
333

W. Southeast Indian Ridge
E. Southeast Indian Ridge

- 1.5

117

Azores

- 1.9

153

Gibraltar

- 2.4

169

Sicily

25E

-2.6

176

Crete

45E

-4.3

176

Turkey

-4.8
-5.6
--6.0
-4.9

186
193
23
19

Iran
Tibet
W. Java Trench
E. Java Trench

India-Antarctica

+5.8
+6.4
Africa-Eurasia

India-Eurasia

53E
72E
97E
120E

* Positive value indicates extension; negative, compression.
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the movement is absorbed on the west side of the

Fiji basin, as it is in the Philippinesbasin, the
direction of vector 8 will be somewhat different

and its magnitude smaller; it will then be more
comparableto vector 9, which is representative
of the southernmost

Kermadec

trench.

South

of the I(ermadec trench, one gets closerto the
center of India-Pacific rotation (situated somewhat north of Macquarie Island). The magnitude

of the vector

of differential

movement

decreasesand a strike-slip componentappears.
The rate of motion is less than 2 cm/yr south
of 45øS. The small amount of expansionfound
near Macquarie Island (vector 11) comesfrom
its location just south of the center of rotation.
This disagreeswith Sykes' [1967] finding of
thrust faulting for an earthquake mechanism
near MacquarieIsland.However,a smallchange
in the location

of the India-Antarctica

center

of rotation could modify this last result.
Vectors 12 to 19 representdifferential movement between Antarctica

and America. Vectors

12 to 15 along the southernboundaryindicate
strike-slip motion at a rate of 2 to 4 cm/yr,
exceptalongthe north-southpart of the South
Sandwich trench where there is compressionor
thrust. The location of the southernboundary is
somewhatarbitrary but is partly justified by
the existenceof seismicactivity along it (L. P•.
Sykes, personal communication).The rate of
motion exceeds5 cm/yr at the southernboundary of the active part of the Chile trench (vector 16) and stays between 5 and 6 cm/yr up
to the northern

end of the Middle

America

trench. A problem is posed by the Panama
continentalrise, a filled trench [Ross and Shot,
1965] for which the computed rate of differential motion is 5.9 cm/yr. A solution to this
problem may have been given by Herron and
Heirtzler [1967], who were able to show the
existence of an east-west Galapagos rift zone
which began to form about 7 m.y. ago by
north-southspreadingat a rate of 2 to 3 cm/yr
(see Figure 1). Spreadingalong the axis of the
Galapagosrift zone would changethe orientation of vectors 18 and 19 from east to northeast.

In this hypothesis, the Panama filled trench,
like the filled trench east of the Juan de Fuca

ridge [Ewing et al., 1968a], is a remnant of the
once continuoustrench system along the west
coast of North America. They were abandoned
and filled at the time of the change in the

pattern of spreadingbetween10 and 5 m.y. ago
[Vine, 1966]. It is alsopossiblethat someof the
compressionis taken up in the Lesser Antilles
insteadof in the west coastof Panama [Wilso•,
1965a].

Vectors 20 to 22 indicate compressionor
thrust at a rate of 5 to 6 cm/yr on the eastern
part of the Aleutian trench and strike slip on
the western part. Vectors 23 and 24 indicate
relatively small (1.5 cm/yr), mostly strike-slip
motion between Alaska and Eurasia. This com-

puted movementmay result partly from errors
in the determination

of the Arctic

center of

rotation or may be absorbedby crustaldeformation somewherewithin Eurasia (Verkhoyansk
Mountains) or America.
Vectors 25 to 28 are the only vectors computed for the crests of the mid-ocean ridge
system. They are consequentlycomparableto
the available data on spreading along these
portionsof the mid-oceanridges.Note that the
magnitude and direction of the extensional
movement computed is in reasonable general
agreement with the data. Vectors 25 and 26

indicate somespreadingalong the crest of the
southwestmid-Indian Ocean ridge, the spreading rate (half of the total movement) increasing
progressivelyfrom 0.8 to 1.3 cm/yr from southwest to northeast.

This

combination

of small

spreading rate and numerous large transform
faults might explainthe diflqcultyin recognizing
the magnetic pattern and yet account for the
well-developedphysiographyof this ridge [Le
Pichon and Heirtzler, 1968]. Vectors 27 and 28
also indicate spreading along the axis of the
southeastmid-Indian Ocean ridge. The computed spreadingrates (2.9 to 3.4 cm/yr) agree
well with the measured spreading rate of 3
cm/yr (see Figure 1 and Table 1). The direction of vector 27 also agrees well with the
trend of the Amsterdam

fracture

zone. How-

ever, vector 28 seemsto have an azimuth dis-

agreeingby about 15ø with the apparent trend
of the fracture zone. Part of this discrepancy
may be due to the existence of differential

movement along the Ninetycast ridge. Part
must undoubtedly be due to accumulatederrors
in the determinationof the rotational vectors,
as the India-Antarctica
four different vectorial

rotation is the sum of
rotations.

Vectors 29 and 32 represent differential motion between Eurasia

and Africa.

Vectors 29
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and 30 indicate compressionat a rate of 1.5 to
1.9 cm/yr alongthe Azores-Gibraltarridge and
some strike-slip component near the western
end. A small error in the location of the center

of rotation could changethis last result. Vectors
31 and 32 indicate nearly north-south compression at a rate of about 2.5 cm/yr within the
Mediterranean. The choice of the boundary
within

the

Mediterranean

is somewhat

arbi-

trary, as the Mediterranean boundary probably
consistsof several zones of compression.This
vector, then, wouldbe the resultantof the different partial components.
Vectors 33 to 37 correspond to differential

CONTINENTAL
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seismicactivity of the Caribbean results from
differential

motion

between

North

and South

Americaor whether it corresponds
mainly to the
thrusting of a Pacific plate toward the east as
hypothesizedby Wilson.
We have shown, however, that the general
pattern of spreading revealed in the last two
years gives a geometrically consistentpicture
of the pattern of motion at the surface of the
earth. We see that none of the ridges can be
understood

as an isolated feature but that each

Two seriouslimitations should be placed on
the picture just obtainedof the generalpattern
of motion of large crustal blocks on the surface
of the earth. The first is obvious; it comesfrom
the fact that we have been forcedto make great
simplifications and generalizationsin order to
solve the problem. The secondresults from the
inadequacyand inaccuracyof parts of the data
usedto determinethe pattern of spreading(e.g.,
preliminary charts of fracture zones, different
methods of determining spreadingrates). With

is part of an intricate pattern which transfers
new earth's surface from sources,principally
the axes of the Atlantic and Pacific ridges, to
sinks, most of which are situated along the
Pacific western margin and the Alpine-Himalayan belt. The geologicalhistory indicatesthat
the major sinks,like the Alpine-Himalayan belt,
have been localizedin the same regionsfor periods several times longer than the life of the
presentmid-oceanridges.The pattern of movement at the mid-ocean ridge crests is consequently controllednot only by the directionsof
the driving stresspattern and the locations of
zonesof weaknesswhere crust may part but also
by the locationsof the major sinks.In this picture the roles of the Indian and Arctic ridges
are to reconcilethe geometricalincompatibility
of the Atlantic sourceand the Alpine-Himalayan
sink. Indeed, the easiestway to transform a
vector of movement into another one having
a different orientation is by placing an intermediary zone of spreading between the two.

more and better

Thus the east-west Atlantic

movement

between

Eurasia

and

the

Indian

block. The rate of compressionreachesa maximum of 6 cm/yr in the Java trench and is about
5 cm/yr in the Himalayas. However, the same
remark should be made for this boundary as
for the Mediterranean boundary.

Validity of the Pattern of Motion Obtained

data and with a more careful

considerationof the geologyand the seismicity,
a better picture canbe obtained.
The principal weaknessof this picture is that
it ignores the seismicand physiographicevidence indicating differential movement around

vector of movement

is transformedby spreadingalongthe Carlsberg
ridge into a north-south North Indian Ocean
vector of movement which is perpendicular to
the Himalayan sink. Similarly, the east-west
East Pacific rise vector of movement

is trans-

formed by north-south spreading along the
mic belt along the Cayman trough and the GalapaRosrift zone into a southwest-northeast
western part of the Puerto Rico trench shows vector of movement which is perpendicular to
that it followsexactly a small circle centeredon the Middle America trench. It is possiblethat
similar subsidiaryspreadingexistsin the Philip28øS,71øW.This is consistent
with the ideathat
this zone acts as a transform fault [Wilson, pinesbasin (J. Ewing, personalcommunication),
1965a]. The main differentialmovement,then, the Fiji basin, the South Sandwichbasin, the
is parallelto this zoneand perpendicularto the Eastern Mediterranean, etc., transforming the
Lesser Antilles trend. It is possibleto account directions of vectors of differential movement
from one border to the other.
for this movementby a small differencein the
vectors of rotation for North and South AmerThe pattern of motion obtainedrevealsthat
ica. Better data on the fracture zones in the
zones of folding and compressionhave differAtlantic Ocean will show whether the present ential rates of motion smaller than about 6
the Caribbean Sea. An examination of the seis-
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cm/yr, whereasactivetrenches(zonesof thrust)
have differentialrates larger than 5 cm/yr. The
obvious exceptionsare the west part of the

anomaly and by using the assumptionsdeveloped in the precedingsection,it is possibleto
obtain the relative positionsof the continents

Puerto Rico trench and the east-westpart of the
SouthSandwichtrench,whichseemto be mostly
characterizedby strike-slip motion as are the
northern end of the Tonga trench and the

this anomalywascreated.However,the geological time to which this reconstructionappliesis

western end of the Aleutian

trench. It is some-

what puzzling, however,that seismicreflection
and refraction do not detect significantstructural differencesbetween these two types of
trenches (J. Ewing, personal communication).
Another point of interest is that, when the rate
exceeds8 or 9 cm/yr, there is a tendency for
the system to decoupleitself into two parallel
systemsof trenches,each of which absorbspart
of the movement.

Finally, it should be noted that along the
Pacific bordersthe main systemof trencheshas
been a western system since latest Miocene
time. ttowever, we will see later that during
early Cenozoictime the main Pacific systemof
trenchesprobably was alongthe easternborder
(west coastof America).
IV.

SEA-FLOORSPREADINGAND CONTINENTAL
I)RIFT DURING TI-IE CENOZOIC

and ocean basins on each side of it at the time

not known.

Absolute Time Scale

Vine [1966] derived an absolutetime scale
for the magneticpattern by assumingthat the
spreadingrate had been constantthroughout
the time required to produce this pattern
(about 80 m.y.). The result of this twentyfold
extrapolationfrom the known time scale (3.5
m.y.) provedreasonable,
as it agreedwith many
geologicaldeductionson the age of the midocean ridge system [e.g., Heezen, 1962]. Furthermore, this concept of steady movement
during a time of the order of 100 m.y. agreed
with the originalspreading-floor
conceptof convectioncurrentsreachingto the surface.It was
difficult to imaginesuch large-scaleconvection
currentsbeing able to stop and restart, accelerate or slow down, in times as small as a few

million years.
Heirtzler e• al. [1968] tried by the same
approachto derive an absolutetime scale.HowRelative Time Scale
ever, when the magneticpatterns in the oceans
Vine [1966] and Pitman [1967] were able to
were compared, it appeared that the relative
relate the Raff and Mason [1961] and Peter spreadingratesbetweenoceanshad showngreat
[1966] lineationsto an over-all magneticpattern
and apparently rather abrupt variations. This
which had been created at the crest of the East
is illustrated by the inset in Figure 11, which
Pacific rise by sea-floor spreading. More re- is a figurefrom Iteirtzler et al. showingthe discently, a seriesof publicationssummarizedby
tance from an anomalyto the crest in an ocean
Heirtzler ei al. [1968] establishedthe fact that
plotted versusthe distancefrom the sameanomthe magneticpattern coveringthe whole of the aly to the crest in the South Atlantic Ocean.
East Pacific rise can also be recognizedin the These distanceswere obtained from type proSouth Atlantic and Indian oceans.Other works, files which were suflqcientlyfar from the center
in preparation, have tentatively recognizedthe of rotation to be representativeof the movement
pattern in the Labrador and Norwegian seas. of opening.From this figurewe can deducethat
In the areascoveredby the identifiedmagnetic the ratio betweenspreadingrates in the North
pattern, which correspondsto the surfaceof the
and South Pacific was about I from anomaly
mid-oceanridge system,we know the relative 31 to 24, increasedrapidly to more than 3 from
age of any portion of crust with respect to
anomaly 24 to 18, and decreasedagain to 0.7
another.A numberingsystemof key anomalies after anomaly 5. No systematic gap in the
was establishedby Pitman et al. [1968], the anomaly pattern was found, however, and it
numbersincreasingwith age from 1 at the crest was concluded that if there had been a total
to 32 at the outer limit Of the recognizable interruption of spreadingit had to have ocpattern. Three of thesekey anomaliesare shown curred simultaneouslyin all oceans.This was
in Figures 1 to 4. By rotating the blocksby
considered
unlikely.Iteirtzler et al. consequently
the amount necessaryto superposea given derived their absolutetime scale (inset, Fig-
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ure 11) by assuminga constantspreadingrate
in the South Atlantic, the oceanwhich apparently showed the minimum amount of systematic variationsof relative spreadingrate. This
time scale,which is not greatly different from
Vine's time scale,was in reasonableagreement
with

dates of seismic reflectors based on core

data. However, these resultsshowedthe postulate that spreading occurred at a steady rate
for times of tens of millions of years to be
wrong.

Episodic Spreading
On the basis of seismic reflection studies,
Ewing and Ewing [1967] suggestedthat the
sedimentdistribution could be explainedmuch
more easily in terms of an episodicspreading.
A discontinuity in sediment thickness near
anomaly 5 (10 m.y. in the Heirtzler et al. time
scale)was interpreted as indicatingan interruption of spreadingpossiblycoveringall of Miocene time. Ewing et al. [1968a] .further suggested that the sedimentary structures in the
Atlantic basinsand the western Pacific implied
some important reorganization of spreading,
possibly accompaniedby a large interruption,
most probably at the Mesozoic-Cenozoic
boundary. Thus the study of sedimentdistributionled
Ewing et al. to hypothesizethree main episodes
of drifting: (1) Mesozoic, during which the
basinsformed; (2) early Cenozoic,duringwhich
most of the mid-oceanridge area was created;
and (3) latest Cenozoic,duringwhich the crestal
regions appeared. Langseth et al. [1966], to
explain the distribution of heat-flowvalues,had
also suggestedthat spreadingwas episodic.
It should be noted that the ridge-basinand
crest-flankboundariesdescribedby Ewing et al.
separatethree different provincesof magnetic
anomalies.Anomaly 5 is the outer limit of a
high-amplitude,short-wavelength
axial magnetic
pattern easily distinguishedfrom the largerwavelengthflank anomaliesby a zone of shortamplitude, short-wavelengthanomalies[Heirtzlet and Le Pichon, 1965; Talwani et al., 1965].
This important difference was described by
Vine [1966] and Heirtzler et al. [1968] as
perhaps reflecting a change in the average
periodicityof reversal of the geomagneticfield
and possiblya changeof intensity, indicating
two differentbehaviorsof the geomagneticfield
during early and late Cenozoic time. The
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outer limit of the magneticpattern correlated
to this day coincides with the ridge-basin
boundaries in the Atlantic and the 'opaque
layer' boundary in the Pacific, dated by Ewing
et al. as latest Mesozoic. We will see later that

there are evidencesfrom the magneticanomalies
for major reorganizations in the pattern of
spreadingat the beginningof each episode.On
these bases,we can modify the tIeirtzler et al.
time scaleby giving to anomaly 32 an age of
60 m.y. (early Paleocene) instead of 77 m.y.
and by placing an interruption of spreading
about 10 m.y. long at anomaly5, precededby a
general slowing down of the movement. This
time scalewould not violate any of the core or
sediment

distribution

data.

It

would

also ex-

plain the change in magnetic pattern without
advocatingsomeover-all changein the average
reversalperiodicity of the geomagneticfield between early and late Cenozoic times. This
adjusted time scale does not disagreewith the
time scale of I-Ieirtzler et al. by more than 17
m.y.

The objectionsto the hypothesisof episodic
spreadingmade on the basisof convectioncurrent inertia and peak-to-peak correlation of
magneticpatternsbetweenoceansare not valid
if spreadingreally corresponds
to the response
of a thick rigid lithosphereto someunderlying
stress pattern. In this case, all openingsare
interrelated and shouldpersistuntil one or several of them becomeso poorly adjustedto the
stresspattern that a readjustmentin the pattern of spreading is necessary.Ewing et al.
[1968a] and Le Pichon and Heirtzler [1968]
have stressedthe fact that suchepisodicspreading canbe moreeasilycorrelatedwith the major
orogenies.
On the b•sis of the magnetic pattern now

known, it is possibleto reconstructthe earth's
surfaceconfigurationat the beginningof the two
latest major readjustments of spreading--late
Miocene (anomaly 5) and early Paleocene
(anomalies31 and 32)--within the assumptions
stated in the precedingsection.We emphasize
that the openingsof the oceansare the only
movements

that

can be determined

from

a

study of the magneticanomalypattern. Consequently, deformationswithin continentsor possib].eexchangeof land between continents (for
example, the Riff zone of Morocco in the
Mediterranean region between Africa and
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rope) are not considered.In particular, in the
case of the Alpine-Himalayan belt, the reconstructionswill give the relative movementsbetween the contintal massesas they are now.
They are not meant to be detailed palcogeographical maps. Special attention will be paid
to the Atlantic

and the South

Pacific-South

Indian oceans,for which the data are easiestto
interpret. The problem of the right-angle bend
of the magnetic pattern south of the Aleutian
trench will not be treated here [Peter, 1966].
Pitman and Hayes [1968] show that this magnetic pattern can be understood in terms of
the migration of the ridge creststoward the east
and north, away from the central Pacific. This
migration of the crests implies that the main
trench systemwas then alongthe easternborder
(that is, along the west coast of America) and
not along the western border (coast of eastern
Asia) as it is now.

mined by the rotations listed in Table 2. The
movement of a continent with respectto Antarctica was determinedby estimating (1) the
effectof the Pacific-Antarcticarotation, (2) the
America-Pacificrotation,and (3) the rotationof

Eurasia-Americaor Africa-America,etc. The
total time since anomaly 5 is assumedto have
been10 m.y., sothat the finite angleof rotation
is 10.8ø in the SouthPacific,3.7ø in the Atlantic,
etc. (see Table 2). To obtain the total movement of any continent with respect to Antarctica, we used the method described in the
preceding section. The only differenceis that,
as we are summing finite rotations and not instantaneousvelocities,it is necessaryto rotate

the centers of rotation before summingthe
rotationsin sucha way that they conservetheir
spatial relations to the blocks being moved.
Most of theseanglesare small,however,and the
directionsand relative amplitudesof the vectors
of differential movement between blocks will be

The World at the Time o• Anomaly 5
(Later Miocene)

very similar.to those shown in Figure 6. For
example,the total amount of compressionsince
the end of the Miocenenear vector9 of Figure

Figure 7 has been obtainedby assumingthat
Antarctica has not moved during the last 10
m.y. and that the movementsof all the other
blocks (as defined in Figure 6) were deter60*
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Fig. 7. The positionsof the continentsat the time of anomaly 5 (•10 m.y. ago) with
respect to Antarctica are shown by dashed lines, the present positions of the continentsby
full lines. The presentnorthernboundariesof Arabia and India are shownby dotted lines,and
the dash-dotlines define the gap which resultsfrom the rotations back to 10 m.y. ago.
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time. The constant position was assumed for
convenience,as we have no way of knowingthe
absolutemovement. However, it is fairly clear
that, whichever block is chosento be fixed, all
the others will be displacedat rates of the order
of 5 cm/yr (500 km in 10 m.y.). The general
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time to the two others. It

is even conceivable

m.y. Note in particular the movement of rota-

that all three rotationswill progressivelyadjust
to eachother with time. Also,it is possiblethat,
instead of a gradual modification of the parametersof rotation, there is a discontinuous
change
of the parameters when the stressesproduced
by the deformation have reached a certain
level. This might eventually lead to the 'death'
of a ridge and the 'birth' of a new one along
completely new lines. The great complexity of
the Indian Ocean, and perhaps also of the Norwegian Sea-Arctic Ocean region, is probably
caused by these facts. One can consider that

tion of Africa and the amount of crustal shorten-

the role of these two oceans is to resolve the

movement

can be

counterclockwise

considered

drift relative

to

be

one of

to Antarctica.

The principal interest of Figure 7 is to complementFigure 6 by showingthe generalpattern
and amplitudes of displacementswhich have
occurred

relative

to Antarctica

in the last 10

ing (from 200 to 500 km) which has occurred geometricalproblemscausedby the progressive
in the Alpine-Himalayan belt. Note also that
openingsof the Atlantic and Pacific oceans.This
no attempt was made to close the Gulf of
problem, of course,introducesgreat complexity
California in Figure 7. The movement assumed and considerableuncertainty in the attempt to
for the computation is somewhat too large reconstruct the world in the distant past be(•500 km) to explain the formation of the
causethe set of parametersgiven by the present
Gulf. Because it was difficult to account for the
magnetic coverageof the oceansis incomplete
spreading pattern in the North Pacific, which and inaccurate.
We do not know the movement of America
hasprogressivelychangedfrom 10 to 5 m.y. ago,
relative
to the Pacific block before the time of
a detailedanalysisis not given in this paper.
anomaly 5, as there was presumably a trench
The World at the Time o• Anomaly 31
systemalong the west coast of North America.
(Paleocene)
Consequently,we cannot follow the paths used
The maximummovementof openingwhich in the preceding section to obtain the relative
has occurred since late Miocene time is 10.8 ø.
movementof any continentwith respectto AntHowever, on the basis of the distancebetween arctica. We can instead obtain separately the

the crestsof the ridgesand anomaly31 in each
ocean, we can determine that the angles of
openinghave been as large as 52ø in the South
PacificOcean,25ø in the Atlantic Ocean,etc.
(see Table 6). This posesan interestinggeometricalproblem.As wasmentionedearlier,the
sum of two finite rotations on a sphere is a
rotation,the parametersof whichwill in general
dependon the amplitudesof the finite anglesof
rotation. If we considerthe Indian Ocean,for

movements

of Australia

and New Zealand with

respectto Antarctica and of all the other continents with respect to Africa. Africa and Antarctica are then assumed to have remained

in

their present positions throughout Cenozoic
time. This leads us to make two assumptions.
The first and most imporant one will be thai
the movement

of Africa

relative to Antarctica

has on the average been small since Paleocene
time. This is supported by the paleomagnetic

example, the sum of the rotation of the Indian
block away from Africa and of the rotation of
the Africa block away from Antarctica will be
a rotation of the Indian block away from Ant-

data [see, for example, Gough et al., 1964],
magnetic data (i.e., the absenceof clear magnetic pattern [Le Pichon and Heirtzler, 1968]),
and sedimentdata (i.e., the large sedimentcover
arctica, the parametersof which will progres- of the ridge flanks up to the crestal zone, M.
sively changewith time as the two other open- Ewing, personalcommunication).With this apings progress. This means that the trends of
the transform faults and the amplitudesof the
spreading rates will change with time, if the
two other rotationskeep constantparameters.
Of course,there is no way of knowingwhich
of the three rotations will adjust itself with

proximation, we do not need to know the
movement of America with respect to the
Pacific block. The secondassumptioninvolves
the choice of an average center of rotation
of Australia with respect to Antarctica. This
center of rotation should satisfy the prob-
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Australia. It shouldalso satisfy the progressive
increase in the distance between anomaly 13
and the ridge crest from west to east in the
southwestmid-Indian Oceanridge [Le Pichon
and Heirtzler, 1968]. The centerof rotation obtained (36øS,53øE) may be in error by as much
as 10ø. However, an error of even this magnitude will not seriouslyalter the results. The
anglesof rotation chosen(Table 6) are such
that they bring into coincidencethe two anomaly 31 lines on eachside of the crest (when only
one is known, we assume that the other is
symmetric with respect to the crest). In the
Indian Ocean no anomaliesolder than anomaly
18 have been identified. Anomaly 18 is at the
base of the Australian continental rise (seeFigure 4). Before the time of anomaly 18, Australia
and Antarctica must have formed a singlecontinent. On the other hand, anomaly 18 is not
positively identified over the Carlsberg ridge.
Over the ridge southeastof Mauritius no anomalies were identified beyond anomaly 18, and
there are indicationsthat a major readjustment
in the pattern of spreading occurred at this
time. Consequently,in Figures 8 and 10, India
was rotated by the amount necessaryto superpose the two anomaly 18 lines south of Mauriflus, the movementbefore the time of anomaly
18 being unknown. Finally, the Arctic opening
was assumedto have started 60 m.y. ago,on the
basis of the Paleocene-Eocene
basalt eruptions
presumably indicative of the initial breakup
(see, for example,Vine [1966]). Table 6 summarizesthe rotationsusedto obtain Figure 8.
Figure 8 is the reconstructionof the world
in Paleocenetime obtained by resorbing the

TABLE

6.

amount of earth's surface created by sea-floor
spreading at the axes of the mid-oceanridges
after the time of anomaly31. The exact position
of the Australia-New

Zealand-Antarctica

block

with respect to the rest of the continentsis not
known. In regions of Tertiary mountain belts
the surfaceof the crust was presumablymuch

larger before folding than after. A large part
of the gaps appearing in these regions (e.g.,
betweenIndia-Arabia and Eurasia,and possibly
also between Europe and Africa) may have
been occupied by continental crust. Eurasia
was treated as a unit, and the differentialmovement between eastern Asia and North America

implies that the Pacific Oceanwas larger than
it is now. If, instead, eastern Asia and North
America are assumedto have moved as a unit,
a large gap would have existedbetweeneastern
Asia and the remaining part of F•urasiaalong
what is now the Verkhoyansk Mountains. It is
quite possiblethat the openingof the Labrador
Sea is an early Cenozoicphenomenon,
in which
case the whole Eurasia-Greenland

block should

be moved toward the westwith respectto Africa
in Figure 8.
In spite of the many limitations which apply
to this reconstruction,its main features are a
necessaryconsequenceof the magnetic anomaly
pattern describedby Heirtzler et al. [1968]. By
Paleocenetime, the presentSouthPacificOcean
did not exist and the present North and equatorial Pacificwere larger. Either a large 'Tethys'
sea existed or a minimum

amount

of crustal

shortening,ranging from 500 km in the west
to 1000 km north of India, must have occurred
since.This may have beenaccompanied
in early
Cenozoictime by very large shearingbetween

Relative Rotations Used for Figures 8, 9, and 10'

Latitude

Longitude

Angle of Rotation

70N
58N

62W
37W

Eurasia-America•

78N

102E

Australia-Antarctica
Arabia-Africa.
India-Africa

36S
26N
26N

53E
21E
21E

-+-52ø (anomaly 31), +21 ø (anomaly 18)
+25 ø (anomaly 31)
--17 ø (to resorb Reikjanes ridge)
-31 ø (anomaly 18):]:
-7 ø (to close Gulf of Aden)
-17 ø (anomaly 18)õ

New Zealand-Antarctica
America-Africa

* Antarctica and Africa fixed in their present positions.
t America in its present position.

•: Anomaly 18 is at the foot of the Australiancontinentalrise' there are no older anomalies.
õ No anomaliesolder than anomaly 18 were identified.
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Fig. 8. The positions of the continents at the time of anomaly 31 (Paleocene). The dashed
line indicates tha.t the relative positions of the two groups of continents on each side of it
were not known: Antarctica and Africa are assumed to have been in their present positions.
See text and Table

7 for details.

the north and south shoresof the Tethys if the
Labrador sea openedas late as Paleocenetime.

The Atlantic Opening

magnetic anomaly over the whole mid-Atlantic
ridge and south of the Azores-Gibraltar ridge.
The MesozoicJracture zones. Figure 9 was
obtainedby rotating North and South America
as a unit by 25ø around 58øN, 37øW. Bullard
et al. [1965] have given the rotationsnecessary
to bring North America and South America into

To illustrate in more detail the implicationsof
this reconstruction,we show in larger scale
(Figure 9) the reconstruction of the Atlantic
Ocean in Paleocenetime. The tracings of the
present-day is.baths in the basins help us to
visualizethe changesresultingfrom this opening
during Cenozoic time. A first conclusionobtained by an examinationof Figure 9 is that
the effect of applying the rotation determined
by the distanceto anomaly31 in the South Atlantic has been to resorb the present midAtlantic ridge area in the North Atlantic as well
as in the SouthAtlantic. In Figure 9 the ocean
basins,as we know them, still have their present extent. This observationsupports the hypothesisthat the presentmid-Atlantic ridge, in

movementsinvolved in the pre-Cenozoicdrift,
provided that they occurredduring one single
episodeof spreading.If, on the other hand, the
pre-Cenozoicdrifts occurredduringtwo or more
episodesof spreading,the movementsof North
and SouthAmericawouldprobablybe described
by two or more successiverotations each. This
idea can be testedby comparingthe linesof flow
corresponding
to a singlepre-Cenozoierotation
with the trends of the major fracture zonesin

the North

the basins.

Atlantic

as well as in the South

Atlantic, was created by spreadingduring the
Cenozoic era, whereas the basins are preCenozoicstructures.Consequently,anomaly 31
shouldbe found at the boundaryridge-basinsin
the North Atlantic. In fact, accordingto this
hypothesis,we can predict the location of any

best fit with Africa. If we substract the Ceno-

zoic rotation from the Bullard et al. rotations,
the

residual

rotations

obtained

describe

the

The residual rotations obtained by subtracting the Cenozoicrotation from the Bullard et al.
rotations are listed in Table 7. These residual
rotations have been used to draw lines of flow

(Figure 9) which shouldbe comparedwith the
trends of major features in the basins.As noted
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Fig.9. TheAtlanticat thetimeof anomaly
31.Thepossible
locations
of majorMesozoic
fracture
zones,
shown
by dashed
lines,wereobtained
by assuming
that the pre-Cenozoic
driftscanbedescribed
forSouthandNorthAmerica
by a single
rotation
each.Theaverage
spreading
ratein centimeters
peryearforeachblockis obtained
by assuming
a constant
rate
of spreading
between120and70 m.y.ago.The bathymetry
is not shownfor the Caribbean

andGulfof Mexico.
Noticethatthetrends
of theFalkland
plateau
andfracture
zone,Rio
Grande
andWalvisridges,
Trinidade
ridge,Guinea
ridge,andKelvinseamount
chainagree

well with the predictedtrends.See text and Table 7 for details.

by Morgan,the linesof flowdefinedby these Atlantic between the Mesozoic and Cenozoic
rotationsdo not agreewith the lines of flow of

the Cenozoic
rotations.
A majorchangein the
pattern of spreadingmust have occurredin the

eras.

The northernboundaryof the Falklandplateau and its easternextension,the Falkland

SEA-FLOOR
TABLE

7.

SPREADING

AND

Rotations Used for Figure 9*
Pole of Rotation

Latitude

Longitude

Angle of Rotation

Bullard et al. [1965] Rotations
North America-Africa
South America-Africa

67.6N
44.1N

14.0W
30.3W

+74.8 ø
+56.1 ø

Rotation for Anomaly 31
America-Africa

58N

37W

+25 ø

Residual Rotations for Time before Anomaly 31
North America-Africa
South America-Africa

73.9N
35.4N

4.8W
21.0W

+50.8øt or 42.0ø:]:
+32.5 ø

* Africa in its present position.
i Fit to 500-fathom line.
:• Fit to 'quiet magnetic zone' boundary.

fracture zone, nearly follows the line of flow
predicted for the tip of South Africa. No clear
break

in the trend

of this fault

zone can be
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predicted by the flow lines. Accordingly,a frac-

ture zoneshouldextendalongthe trend followed
by the southeastNewfoundlandridge, marking
the upper limit of the drift of North America.
This evidencesuggeststhat the pre-Cenozoic
drift in the Atlantic was produced during a
single episodeof spreading,presumably during
late Mesozoic time. If there was an early
breakup of the continentsduring Permian time,
as suggestedby McElhinny [1968], the movements involved must have been very limited or

must have occurredalongexactlythe sameflow
lines.

The 'quiet' magnetic zones. A complication
is introducedby the existenceof the band of
'quiet' magnetic anomaly field paralleling the
northeastAmericanshelf [Heirtzler and Hayes,
1967]. A similar but much narrower zoneexists
along the west coast of North Africa within
the 2000-fathom isobath. Heirtzler and Hayes

attribute the quiet zones to spreading during
detected.Le Pichonet al. [1968] have described the long period of the Permian without reverthis topographic feature as a steep scarp 2 to
sals of the geomagneticfield. They could be
3 km high which extends for more than 2000 portionsof continentalmarginswhich subsided
km. They have shown in particular that the
to their presentdepthswhen the active spreadFalkland fracture zone ends abruptly to the
ing started, in Aptian-Albian time. The history
east near 28øW, the location of anomaly 31.
of subsidenceof the adjacent continentalmargin
The ending of the Falkland fracture zone at
is well known,and the baseof the Lower Cretathe boundary of the Cenozoicmid-Atlantic ridge ceous (from drilling data) is now found at
is another confirmation that the Cenozoic epidepthsequivalentto the adjacentoceanicdepths
sodeof spreadingwas not a simple continuation in parts of the Florida platform and Bahama
of the Mesozoic episodeof spreading.
banks [Sheridan et al., 1966].
Wilson [1965b] had noted that the terminaSupport for this hypothesiscomesfrom cores
tions of the Walvis and Rio Grande ridges corraised from 5 km water depth from the Lower
respondto two conjugatepoints in the fit of Cretaceous (Barremian to Albian) seismic reSouth America to Africa. Figure 9 showsthat
flector fi, which is just abovehorizonB in the
the northern boundaries of the Walvis and Rio
sedimentary column [Ewinq et al., 1966]. AcGrande ridges follow the same flow line. Le
cordingto T. Saito (personalcommunication),
Pichon et al. [1966] have describedthe northern these cores indicate a shallow-water environment.
boundary of the Rio Grande rise as a large Houtz et al. [1968] report that this reflector
continuousfault scarptrending nearly east-west, is marked by a large increase in sediment
with numerousoutcropsof upper Mesozoicand compressional velocity and can be recogCenozoic sediments. Like the Falkland plateau
nized, on this basis,at severallocationsnear the
scarp, the northern scarpsof the Walvis and continentalmargin. Heezen and Sheridan [1966]
Rio Grande ridgesmark the locationsof former reported the dredging of shallow-waterLower
Mesozoicfracture zones.The subsequenthistory Cretaceous (Neocomian) rocks at a depth of 5
of these features was controlledby these struc- km on the Blake plateau scarp. They intertural trends.
preted it as indicating rapid subsidenceduring
Figure 9 showsthat, similarly, the ridge con- earliest Cretaceoustime. This hypothesiswould
necting the island of Trinidade to the Brazilian necessitate a conversion from continental crust
continentalrise, the Guinea ridge, and the Kelto oceaniccrust by a processsimilar to the one
vin seamount chain closely follow the trends presumablyresponsiblefor the subsidence
of the
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Gulf of Mexico (accordingto the interpretation ridge. Thus, in this reconstruction,Spain and
given by Ewing et al. [1962] of the diapirs as Africa may have been in contact all the time.
Mayhew and Drake [1968] have identified
salt domes). One possibleprocessmay be the
subcrustalerosionadvocatedby Van Bemmelen the magnetic pattern over the Labrador Sea
[1966]. If this hypothesisis accepted,the fit
and over the basin west of the Reikianesridge.
between Africa

and North

America

should be

made along these magnetic boundariesas has
been doneby Drake and Nafe [1967].
Mesozoicspreadingrates: The Caribbean. If
we assume that the active Mesozoic drifts of
North and South America occurred simultane-

ouslyand at a steadyrate, starting 120 m.y. ago
and ending 70 m.y. ago, it is possibleto compute the correspondingspreadingrate at any
locationalongthe axis of the ridge. In Figure 9
the averageMesozoicspreadingrate within each
block between pairs of fracture zonesis given
in centimetersper year (the total movementof
drift is equal to twice this number). Note the
changein spreadingrate by more than a factor
of 2 in the equatorialregion.The divergenceof
the flow lines in this boundary region between
North and South American drifts resulted in the

creationof the Caribbean,presumablyby subsidiary spreading. The general direction of
Mesozoicspreadingin the Caribbeanis perpendicular to the trend of the Beata ridge.
Most of the Mesozoicdrift probablyoccurred
in Early and Middle Cretaceoustimes, and by
the Late Cretaceousthe movementwas coming
to a stop, as western North America was progressivelyoverridingthe adjacenttrench system
[Hamilton and Myers, 1966]. Thus the actual
spreadingrates may have been as high as 6 to
8 cm/yr during the Early Cretaceousand much
smaller during the Late Cretaceous.
Europe and Greeland movements: The

Azores-Gibraltarridge. At the time Figure 9
was drawn, we acceptedVine's[1966] assumption that the breakup between Greenland and
Great Britain started 60 m.y. ago at the time
of the Paleocene-Eocenebasalt eruption. The
Labrador mid-oceanridge being now a 'dead'
ridge, we assumedthat it correspondedto an

Their results confirm the fact that the rift between Greenland and Eurasia started near anom-

aly 31 (60 m.y. ago). However, they indicate,
apparently, that the Labrador Sea was producedby spreadingduring the interval of time
corresponding
to anomalies31-27, that is, during
Paleocenetime. If this is so, the Labrador Sea
shouldbe closedin Figure 9, and Spain should
be separatedfrom Europe by as much as 1500
kin. The movement during the Cenozoicthus
should have resulted mostly in strong shear
during the Paleocene,then mostly in compression from

the Eocene to the recent between

Eurasia and Africa.

The general palcogeography.of the Atlantic
Ocean at the end of the Mesozoic era was such

that the deep-water circulation must have been
very limited. The northern source of North
Atlantic deepwater did not exist,as the Labrador Sea was closed.The deep-seacommunications between North

and South Atlantic

were

probably closedby the mid-oceanridge at the
equator.Finally, the Falkland fracture zonewas
closingthe southwestAtlantic to circulation of
deepwater comingfrom the south.The present
deep-seacirculationmust have establisheditself
at the beginning of the Cenozoic episode of
spreading[Ewing et al., 1968b].
Asymmetryof the ridgein the SouthAtlantic.
The location of anomaly 31 in the South Atlantic is suchthat the ridge is not median.The
western basins are much wider than the eastern basins. Yet all the observations made to

this day indicatethat spreadingoccursat nearly
equal rates on each side of the crest of the mid-

oceanridges.If spreadingis supposedto have
occurred symmetrically with respect to the
crest of the ridge, the western two-thirds of
the Argentine basin should represent older
crust produced in earlier spreading. As no
earlier breakup.Consequently,
in Figure 9 the changein the direction of flow is indicatedby
LabradorSeahasits presentextent,whereasthe the trend of the Falkland plateau scarp, it is
Reikjanes ridge area is closed.This results in
probable that an eastward shift in the posithe creationof a gap southwestof Spain,which tion of the crest occurredat the beginningof
indicatesthe amountof compression
that should Mesozoic time, during the same episodeof
have occurredin the region during Cenozoic spreading.This probable evolution is shown in
time along what is now the Azores-Gibraltar Figure 10, where the main phases of Meso-
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Fig.10. The Mesozoic
episode
of spreading
in the Atlantic.Thesereconstructions
were

obtained
by assuming
thatNortha•d SouthAmerica
partedsimultaneously
fromAfrica
120m.y.ago(upper
left)andreached
theposition
corresponding
to anomaly
31(Figure
9)

about90m.y.ago(lowerright)aftera single
movement
of rotationforeach.Theasymmetry

oftheridgecrest
in theSouth
Atlantic
at thetimeof anomaly
31isexplained
by a shiftin
theridgecrest
positions
in theEarlyCretaceous.
Thefit ismade
to the'quiet'
magnetic
zone
boundaries
in the NorthAtlanticandto the500-fathom
linein the SouthAtlantic[Bullard

ei al.,1965].
SeeTable7. Theactive
ridgecrests
andfracture
zones
arerepresented
by a

thickcontinuous
line,theabandoned
ridgecrestby a thickdash-dot
line.

zoic drift have been reconstructedusing the 1962; Wilson,1965b]. The North Atlantic
zonesin the continent
are inrotationslisted in Table 7. The great thickness 'quiet'magnetic
of Mesozoicsedimentsin the Argentinebasin cludedwith the originalcontinentof Bullard

[Ewinget al., 1968b]may be explained
in eta/. [1965]. The initiationof drift was acby the subsidence
of a large part
thisway,asthe sedimentation
ratesmusthave companied
beenmuchlargerwhenthe oceanwas still of the northeastAmerican continentalmargin,
possibly
relatedto the earlier(Jurassic)
Gulf
very narrow.
Historyo• the opening.The following
still of Mexico subsidence.McElhinny [1968] has
evidencefor some
verytentativehistoryof the opening
of the presentedpaleomagnetic
AtlanticOcean,whichis in agreement
with openingof the SouthAtlanticsincePermian
some of the conclusions
of Dickson et al. time. Althoughthere is no evidencefor con[1968]for the SouthAtlantic,is outlined: sideringpartsof the SouthAtlanticbasinsto
be 100m.y. olderthan the others,it is probbeganto
1. The activephaseof drift beganin Ap- ablethat earlyrifting and subsidence
tian-Albiantime, about120 m.y. ago [King, appearalongthe line of partingin boththe
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North and South Atlantic in Jurassic time.
This may have resulted in the creation of
marine gulfs of limited width, long before the
episodeof fast spreadingbegan in the Early
Cretaceous.For example,the first signsof uplift in the Red Sea-Gulf of Aden region appeared at least 50 m.y. ago. Yet most of their
deepswere probably createdafter late Miocene
time (10 m.y. ago). This early rifting could
explain the few examplesof depositionof marine sedimentsduring the Late Jurassic [e.g.,
Colore, 1955].
2. A fast episode of spreading, possibly
30 m.y. long, followed. Figure 10 shows the
probable evolution of this episode of drift.
Notice that after the first 10 m.y. of drift the
crest of the ridge in the South Atlantic must
have migrated to a more easterly position to
reach the nonmedian line along which it was
lying at the end of the Mesozoic era. The
original positionsof the continentsat the end
of Jurassic and beginning of Cretaceoustime
were obtained by using the Bullard et al. fit

for SouthAmericaand makingthe fit of North
America along the boundary of the 'quiet'
magneticzone [Drake and Na)% 1967]. Notice
that some distortion is implied in the Caribbean, as Puerto Rico overlapsAfrica. Also the
southerntip of CentralAmericaoverlapsSouth
America.However, a great part of this overlap
corresponds
to Cretaceousor more recentgeologicalformations[Edgar, 1968].
It is probable that by Middle Cretaceous
time the fast episodeof drift was ending.The
Caribbean had then essentiallyits present extent. Great fracture zoneswere occupyingthe
positionsof the northern boundariesof the
Walvis and Rio Grande ridgesand of the Falkland plateau. The Guinea ridge, Trinidade
ridge, Kelvin seamount group, and southeast
Newfoundland ridge were probably fracture
zones too. As North America and Eurasia
moved as a unit, a large extensionalshear zone
was created betweenAfrica and Eurasia.
During this period the deep-water circulation was of the closed-basin
type, and the sedimenration rates, especiallyin the early stages
of breakup, must have been very large, as the
ratio of coast periphery to area of sea was
much larger than now. By Late Cretaceous
time, the spreadingmust have already slowed
down considerably,comingprogressivelyto a

completestop. This may have been due to resisranceencounteredin the overridingof the
adjacent trench system by the western border
of America [Hamilton and Myers, 1966]. The
depositionof horizon A [Ewing et al., 1966]
seemsto be related to the end of this episode
of spreading. Perhaps the flow of turbidires
was triggeredby the regressionassociatedwith
the subsidence
of the Mesozoicmid-oceanridges
[Menard, 1964, p. 238].
3. By Paleocene time, the movement of
opening resumed,following a new pattern of
flow. North and South America were moving
as a unit at this time, exceptpossiblyfor some
small differential movement. The actively
spreading ridge extended north to the Labrador Sea and the Norwegian and Arctic seas,
according to the identification of magnetic
anomaliesby Mayhew and Drake. The southeastwardmovementof Eurasiarelativeto Africa
must have created a zone of shear between
Eurasia and Africa. This inversion of tectonic
forces,from extensionalshear in Mesozoictime
to shearand their compression
in Cenozoic,is a
necessaryconsequenceof the interpretation of
the magneticanomaliesin the LabradorSeaand
Reikjanes ridge area. It might explain the
complexityof the phenomenonnamed by Van

Hilten and Zijderveld [1966] the 'Tethys
Twist.' By Eocenetime, the Labrador Sea was
openedand the mid-Labrador Sea ridge had
died.
By Oligocenetime, the spreadingrate had
begunto slowdown,and it cameto a complete
stop in the Miocene. This is the time during
which northwest America probably overrode
first the trench systemand then the ridgecrest
situatedalong its border [Vine, 1966]. It seems
that the terminations of both Mesozoic and
early Cenozoicepisodesof spreadingcoincide
with the times at which western America overrode the adiacent trench system.The episodes
may have been terminated becausethe lithosphere, which was sinking along the trench
[Oliver and Isacks, 1967], had sunk to the
maximumdepth it could reach.These episodes
of spreading also correlate well with the compressiveperiod which culminatedin the Oligocene and Miocene in the Mediterranean
[Glangeaud, 1961], when North Africa and
Europe came into close contact. The block
faultingon the northernmid-Atlanticridgeand
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the renewed uplift of the Walvis and Rio

Grande ridges [Ewing ei al., 1966] and possibly of the Falkland plateau along old fracture zoneslinesmay be relatedto this stoppage
of spreading.Le Pichon e• al. [1966] have reported the recoveryof lower Eoceneturbidites
from the summit of the Rio Grande rise, now
at 800 m depth. The beginning of the early
Cenozoicepisodeof spreadingopenedthe Atlantic basin to deep-water circulation and
started a changein the pattern of sedimentation [Ewing e• al., 1968].
4. In late Miocene time, the third cycle of
spreading started apparently along the same
pattern of flow as the previous one in the Atlantic, but at a slower rate, and producedthe
erestal region devoid of sediments[Ewing and
Ewing, 1967_].In the North Pacific, however,
a new pattern of spreading had established
itself, in which the Pacific Ocean floor was now
rotating away from North America instead of
being thrust below it along a trench system.
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India relative to Africa are plotted for the time
of anomaly 18 (late Eocene). As mentioned
previously,the positionof India beforethe time
of anomaly 18 is unknown. Eurasia is shown
in the same position as in Figures 8 and 9
(i.e., at the time of anomaly 31, the Labrador
Sea having already opened). The dashedlines
represent the lines of flow of Australia and of
the New Zealandplateau during the Cenozoic.
The

Indian

Ocean.

The

evolution

of the

Indian Ocean during the Cenozoic is still incompletely understood,and the tentative conclusionsof Le Pichon and Heirtzler [1968] will
be summarizedhere. Before early Eocene time,
the movement of India had to be due north,
correspondingto a rotation around a point in
central Africa (see Figure 11). This movement
probably resulted from spreading along an
east-westridge in the then much greater basin
north of Broken ridge. Broken ridge is probably continental in origin. Eurasia, in late
Eocene time, would have been a few hundred
kilometers south of the position it occupiesin
Figure 11. Consequently,the present northern

This reconstructiondoes not explain why the
part of the mid-Atlantic ridge situated north
of the line formed by the northern boundaries border of India was then within 1000 km of
of the Walvis and Rio Grande ridges is so the present border of Eurasia. As this was the
much more fractured and devoid of sediments
time of the first large orogenicphase, a total
than the part immediately south of it [Ewing
compressionof the order of 1000 km must be
ei al., 1966]. The hypothesis of Ewing et al. assumed for this area since Eocene time.
of a large Miocene tectonic disturbancewhich
In any case, the pattern of spreading in the
disrupted the crust north of this boundary at Indian Ocean readjusted itself at the time of
the end of the early Cenozoiccycle of spread- anomaly 18, when a northwest-southeastaxis
ing still seemsto be the only one available. becameactive for the first time, from the then
The reasonfor this drastic changeon each side closed Red Sea and Gulf of Aden to Australia.
of the boundary is not clear, but there is little
In the beginning there must have been condoubt that it has been and still is an imporsiderable differential motion along the Ninetytant structural division in the South Atlantic.
est ridge, which probably came into evidence
as a result

of the

motion.

Some differential

The South Pacific and Indian Ocean Openings motion probably also occurredalong the southFigure 11 showsin greater detail the evolu- west branch of the ridge to reconcile the dition of the South Pacific and Indian oceans
rection of spreading south of Australia with
since Paleocene time. The value of this reconthe direction of spreading on the Carlsberg
struction can be judged from how well the ridge. By Miocenetime the spreadinghad comanomaly lines, shown previously in Figures 2
pletely stopped, at the time of the peak phase
and 4, fit together. The positionsof the New of the Himalayan orogeny. It resumed at the
Zealand plateau and of the South Pacific ridge time of anomaly 5 (latest Miocene), creating
crest are shown at two different times: anomaly
the Red Sea and Aden axial troughs in particular.
:•:•'•
31 (Paleocene) and anomaly 18 (late Eocene).
Australia
and
New
Zealand.
The
evolution
As Antarctica is assumedto be fixed, the ridge
crest was migrating away from it at half the of the northern and central Indian Ocean is
speed of the New Zealand plateau. The posi- difficult to obtain from a study of the magtions of Australia relative to Antarctica and of
netic pattern. It is much easierto decipherthe
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history of spreadingin the South Pacific and
South Indian oceans.We seein Figure 11 that
the New Zealand plateau separatedfrom Antarctica in Paleocenetime at a relatively fast
spreading rate (see inset, Figure 11). By the
time of anomaly 24 (early Eocene), the spreading rate slowedby a factor of 3, as the New
Zealand plateau was approachingeastern Aus-
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mid-ocean ridges, then, correspondsto the
breaking apart of a plate, preferably along
lines of weakness,in responseto a stresspattern.

We have attempted to apply this conceptto
obtain a reconstructionof the history of spreading during Cenozoictime. Three main episodes
of spreading are recognized--late Mesozoic,
tralia. By the time of anomaly 18 (late Eoearly Cenozoic,and late Cenozoic.The begincene), Australia began to detach itself from ning of each cycle of spreadingis marked by
Antarctica, along flow lines parallel to those the reorganization of the global pattern of
of the New Zealand plateau. Australia was then motion. A correlationis made betweenslowing
moving twice as fast as New Zealand. Conse- of spreadingat the ends of the two previous
quently, during the period of extensionbetween cyclesand paroxysmsof orogenicphases.This
Australia and New Zealand the present Tasman history of spreadingfollows closelyone advoSea was created. When the spreadingresumed, cated by Ewing ei al. [1968] to explain the
after the Miocene interruption, the velocity sediment distribution.
of spreading became greater in the South
The results presented by Oliver and Isacks
Pacific than in the South Indian Ocean,result- suggesta possiblemechanismto account for
ing in general compressionbetween New Zea- the episodicityof sea-floorspreading.The main
land and Australia. Thus, on the basis of the
zones along which the lithosphere is sinking
magneticanomalypattern, we can infer a very are the deep-sea trenches. Because of thermal
complex history for New Zealand during the
inertia, the lithosphere apparently maintains
Cenozoic,a period of compressionin Paleocene its identity to a depth as great as 700 km. Let
and Eocene times, a period of extension in
us assumethat there is a part of the mantle,
Oligoceneand early Miocene times, and a period possibly below 800 km, into which the lithoof compressionagain in the Pliocene.Furthersphere cannot penetrate further. At first, the
more, according to this reconstruction,Aus- adjacent continental block will probably be
forced to override the island arc and trench
tralia and the New Zealand plateau were probably in contact in late Eocene time.
system. Then the spreadingwill have to stop
until a new trench system has been formed.
IV.
CONCLUSIONS
As the rate of thrusting of the oceanic crust
Mo•
[J968] has suggestedthat the sur- along the trenchesis of the order of 6 cm/yr,
face of the earth can be approximated by a
the averagelength of the active part of a cycle
small number of rigid blocksin relative motion of spreadingis unlikely to exceed30 m.y., corwith respect to each other. This assumption respondingto 1800 km of crust. This length
has been confirmed by a geometrical analysis roughly correspondsto the length of a Gutenof the data on sea-floorspreading.In accord- berg fault zone having a dip of 30ø and extendance with this concept,we have given a sim- ing to a depth of 800 km.
plified but complete and consistentpicture of
Finally, in this paper, regionsin which earth's
the global pattern of surface motion. We have surface is shortened or destroyed are called
shown that all movementsare interrelated, so regionsof compression.Most geologistswould
that no spreading mid-ocean ridge can be agree that the Alpine-Himalayanbelt is indeed
understoodindependentlyof the others. Thus a region of compression.It has been argued
any major change in the pattern of spreading convincingly,however, that deep-seatrenches
must be global.
are regionsof tensilestress[e.g., Worzel, 1965].
The results support Elsasset [1968], McElsasset [1968] has suggestedthat the tectoKenzie [1967], Morgan [1968], and Oliver and sphere becomes denser as it slides down the
Isacks' [1967] model of a rigid and mobile Gutenbergfault zone and acquiresa sufficiently
lithosphere(tectosphere)severaltens of kilo- greater densitythan surroundingmantle matethen
meters thick on top of a weak asthenosphere. rial to sink on its own. 'The motion...
The mechanismof sea-floor spreading at the leads to a tensile pull in the adjacent part of
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the tectosphere.'Consider the India-Pacific
boundary,for example.From Macquarie Island
to the Kermadec trench the differentialmovement of compressionbetween the two plates
resultsin compressional
surfacefeatures,but
alongthe Kermadecand Tonga trenches,where
the differentialmovementis larger, the Pacific
tectospherehas decoupleditself from the adjacent block and sinkson its own, creatingthe

to better than 1ø. The convergenceof the
computationcan be estimated from the sizes
of the ellipsesin Figure 1.
Determination of center of rotation from
spreadingrates. Let R be the spreadingrate
measured along a perpendicular to the crest
of the ridge having the azimuth Azi. Let Spr
be the true spreadingrate measuredalong a
tangent to the small circle (centered on the

surface tensional features associatedwith the

center of rotation) which has the azimuth Tazi.

trenches.
Let Rmax be the maximum true spreading
As the differentialmovementof compression rate (along the equator of rotation) and
between two blocks increases,the associated Sprn -- Spr/Rmax be the normalized true
surface compressionalfeatures apparently become larger and reach a maximum for a rate
of movementof about 5-6 cm/yr (Himalayas).
At larger rates, the lithospheresinks along an
active trench, and the associatedsurface fea-

spreadingrate.
Then Sprn is equal to the sine of the distance
(in degreesof arc) from the center of rotation
and Sprn = R/[Rmax ß cos(Azi- Tazi)]
We assumethat the latitude Lat,, longitude

tures are tensionalinstead of compressional. Long,, and spreadingrate R, (measuredalong
The narrow range of rates of differentialmove- a perpendicularto the crest having the aziment associatedwith the trencheswhere active muth Azi,) at N points along the crest of the
thrustingof the tectosphereoccurs(6-9 cm/yr)
ridge are known.
may be one of the significantresults of this
1. Start with an estimatedposition of the
study.
center of rotation (Plat, Plong) and an esti-

ArrEND•X

mated
maximum
truespreading
rateRmax.
2. Compute Sprn, and Tazi, at the N

Determination of center of rotation from
azimuthsof fracture zones. We assumethat

points.
3. Computethe sum of the squaresof the

the latitude Lat,, longitudeLong,, and azimuth

deviations

N

Sum= • {[R,/(Rmax
cos(Azi,-- Tazi,)]-i.•l

Azi, of the fracture zonesat N pointsalongthe
crest of the ridge are known.

4. Modify Plat and Plong until Sum is
minimum.

1. Start with an estimated
positionof the
5. Whenthe locationis obtainedto better
centerof rotation(latitudePlat andlongitude than1ø,theprocess
is resumed
witha different
Plong).
valueof Rmax.

2. Compute
the theoretical
azimuthTazi• The method
is verysensitive
to the value
at theN points.Tazi,is the azimuth
of the of Rmax.It is notverysensitive
to thediftangent
to the smallcirclehavingfor center ference
between
truespreading
rateandspreadPlatandPlong
andpassing
byLat,andLongs. ingratemeasured
along
a perpendicular
to the
3. Compute
thesumof thesquares
of the crest(thelattervariesas the inverse
of the
deviations

Sum= •• (Azii- Tazii)•

,.•
4. Modify Plat andPlonguntil Sumis minimum.
The actual search is made through a grid

cosine
of the difference
in azimuths).
For example,for the South Pacific,for
Rmax -- 6.3 cm/yr, Pla• -- 70.9øS,Plong -127.1øE, and the standard deviation SD is
0.059. For Rmax -- 5.7 cm/yr, Plat -- 66.3øS,
Plong- 118.7øE,and SD0.065. The mini-

centeredon the originalPlat and Plong. The mum SD -- 0.058 is found for Rmax -- 6.0,
processis repeateduntil the point is located Plat -- 68.3øS,and Plong -- 123.3øE.
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For the Atlantic Ocean, for Rmax -- 2.25
cm/yr, Plat -- 69.6øN, Plong -- 54.7øW, and
SD -- 0.082. For Rmax ----1.85,Plat ----64.4øN,
Plong -- 10.5øW, and SD -- 0.096. And the
minimum

SD

--

0.065 is found

for Rmax

--

2.05, Plat -- 68.6øN, and Plong -- 31.8øW.
The location is poorly determinedin longi-
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